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CA Process Automation Program Guide 

This year’s conference is packed with more content than ever before – designed to help you 
achieve better business outcomes on your DevOps journey. Don’t miss out on this great 
opportunity to learn, engage and grow with the community of technology experts from CA, 
peer companies and industry leaders.  
 
We’ll cover your most pressing IT operations challenges: 

 Workloads are moving to the cloud—sometimes with help from IT operations and 
sometimes without—but ultimately the responsibility of IT operations. 

 IT operations staff are too overwhelmed to consume all the data that monitoring 
tools produce without explanations of what really happened and what to do now. 

 Networks are going virtual and new software-defined technologies coming online at 
an increasing pace. 

 

CA Process Automation  - Conference Sessions 

Code Title Session  
MFX181E Bridge the Gap from Alert Suppression to MTTR through Enterprise 

Orchestration 
Pre-Con 

MFX35E Streamline Agile Workload Automation Processes for a Repeatable and 
Consistent ROI 

Pre-Con 

MFX127E Optimise Cloud Services and Operations with CA Process Automation Pre-Con 

MFX155S Appriss Automates Support of 650 End-Point Routers with CA Process 
Automation 

Session 

MFX156S Getting VMs in Shape with Data Driven Workflows in CA Process Automation Session 

MFX184S CA Process Automation Roundtable Discussion Session 

AMX10S Case Study: ITSM-Process Automation at Cerner: We’re All In!   Session 

AMX11S Case Study: Integrating Service Management Processes to Improve System 
Stability and Reduce Outages and Downtime 

Session 

AMX32E Building Basic Workflows in CA Service Management Pre-Con 

AMX33E Building Advanced Workflows in CA Service Management Pre-Con 

http://www.ca.com/us/caworld.html
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SNEAK PEEK AT CA WORLD ’16 HIGHLIGHTS 

 Agility Zone – Get educated on agility and our agile transformation services and solutions 
in our Agility Zone. Attendees will meet with Agile experts, experience agile principles and 
get inspired through collaborative learning. 

 Innovation Exchange – A unique spot in our Exhibition Center showcasing CA’s innovation 
initiatives, including projects from the CA Accelerator, which focuses on topics such as 
advanced analytics, containers & microservices, and machine learning.   

 Design Zone – Leaders in their industry, from Apple to Uber, have design at their core. It’s 
not enough for products and services to simply work, they need to delight.  Join us at the 
Design Zone to learn how you can apply a design lens to your business and hear about the 
CA Design transformation.  

 Tech Talks – Shorter sessions extended from theater sessions. Deep-dive demos, pop-up 
and crowd sourced sessions, continued conversations influenced by main theater content.  

 Smart Bar – Location staffed with product experts for customers to have deep-dive 
conversations and/or get questions answered regarding specific products.  

 ROI and Business Value – For customers seeking analysis to project the potential economic 
impact of a CA solution on their company’s top- and bottom-line. Pre-scheduled sessions 
and demos with ROI experts. 

 Great Speakers – You’ll hear from many customers, partners and industry analysts. 
 Networking – There will be many opportunities to network with peers and colleagues, 

including our Event Night and our networking parties. 
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